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The S IXTH  House, and the Judgments 

appertaining unto it. 

Of the Infirmities and Disease of Bodyes. 

The Health of Body is knowne according to the Method following. 

First, from the Signe ascending and his Lord, who signifie the Life and Temperment of 

the Native. 

Secondly, from the ¢ and ¡, for the ¡ ruleth the humours, the ¢ the Spirit vitall; if 

strong, they promise Health; if evill, then Sicknesses. 

Thirdly, from the sixt house, and the Lord thereof. 

Fourthly, from the Planet or Planets in the sixt. 

Fifthly, from the seventh house and his Lord, its being opposite to the ascendant. 

 

Three things are materially considerable in the Significators. 

First, whether they be strong or weak, or in aspect with the Fortunes, or not joyned 

with fixed Stars of ill influence. 

Secondly, whether they be free from the evill aspects of § and ¥. 

Thirdly, whether the Temperament be equall or unequall. 

If you find all or most of the Significators will fortified, and free from the hostile aspects 

of the Infortunes, and not conjoyned to malevolent fixed Starres, they signifie sound 

Bodies and strong, and not like to be afflicted with Sicknesse; for it’s strongly maintained, if 

the Signe of a Fortune ascend, and it is free from the ill aspects of the Infortunes, and the 

¡ strong, and not any way afflicted by the Infortunes, you may hope the Native will not be 

sickly. 

But on the contrary, if you find all or most of the Significators weak and unfortunate, or 

afflicted by the malignant Planets  
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or their aspects, or else Peregrine, Combust, &c. or most of the Significators in the twelfth, 

eighth or sixt houses, they render Bodies subject to many and grevious Infirmities hardly 

curable, &c.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

APHORISMS  useful for this House. 

If the ascendant and the Lord of the Signe or Signes intercepted therein be 

unfortunate, or afflicted of the maleficall: Or 

 If the Lord of the ascendant be in the sixt or twelfth, it argues a sickly person.  

He that hath the ascendant and all Planets in Signes of one Triplicity, shall continually 

be tormented with such Infirmities as proveed from the predominant qqualities of that 

Trygon: if they be in watry Signes, with Flegm; in earthly, with Melancholly; in fiery, with 

Choller, Anger, Heat, Whelks or Pimples in the Face; in ayerey, aboundance of Blood.  

The Lord of the ascendant applying to the Lord of the sixt, argues a Native most negligent 

of his owne Health.  

¢ in an angle, viz. the  first or tenth, especially in ”, gives long life: ¢ in the sixt, 

eighth, seventh or twelfth, sometimes gives few yeers, much sicknesse, many afflictions.  

¢ and ¡ in Â, for the most part gives ill coloured people, leane, and in age very 

infirme, arguing many times Madnesse, or want of Understanding, and afflicted with such 

Diseases, the Physitians cannot discover or cure them.  

¡ afflicted by Å or Ã of § or with Á in the  first or second, shew the whole life to be 

infirme: Fixed Stars of the nature of § joyned with the Lights makes lean and infirme 

people.  

He will be sickly, and a weakling, that hath ¥ elevated above §: ¥ in the sixt denotes 

sudden, casuall Diseases, easily returning againe; if in the twelfth, he afflicts, the body with 

extreame weaknesse casually and unexpectedly: An Infortune in the Nativity being 

Masculine, shewes casuall Diseases or Fals; if Vespertine, long Diseases: ¥ in the 

ascendant, inflicts the Face with wounds or scars.  

§ in the Mid-heaven hurts by sudden and violent Fals, and doth also 
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cast men from their Preferment. But to proceed according to our former method.  

The more testimonies of Health you find, the fewer Diseases shall you judge the 

Native shall be troubled withall; and so for Infirmities: for if the major part of the 

Significators be unfortunate, weak, or labour with any affliction, you may be sure the 

Native will have abundance or sicknesses.  

Againe, it followeth, that either § or ¥ may be both the Significator and author of 

Diseases; as if either of them be Lord of the ascendant or sixt house, and labour under 

both the evils of affliction, viz. if either of them be weak and infected of the other Infortune: 

Sometimes the Significator alone, as when he is onely weak, or onely afflicted by the other 

Infortune, and not otherwise: Sometimes as he is author alone of Infirmities, viz. when he 

is not Significator, yet doth afflict the other with his Å of Ã aspect. It’s generally held, the 

other Planets may be Significators but not authors of Diseases; whereupon Authors have 

resolved, that Fortunes may be doubly afflicted, viz. by their owne imbecility, and the 

malignant configuration of § or ¥: if therefore the Significators are afflicted both these 

wayes, the effects depending upon them shall be more vehement; but if the Significator be 

afflicted only by his owne imbecility, or onely by the evill aspect of the Infortunes, it 

threatens lesse evill, but yet evill: and verily the more apparent the effects will shew 

themselves, by how much the aspect is partill, and proceeds from a Planet angular.  

Kinds and Qualities, how discovered The kinds or qualities of Diseases are 

manifested from the nature of the Significators, who either are weak, or afflicted of the 

Infortunes, or else at some times are both in themselves impotent and afflicted by aspect.  

Next, the quality of the Infirmity is taken or discovered by the Signe of the Zodiack, 

wherein the Significators are posited, so also from the nature of the Infortunes who doth 

infect the Significators: lastly, from the nature of the Signe wherein the malevolent Planet 

is, who doth infect the Significator.  
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Diseases the S IGNES  Signifie. 

‘‘‘‘ 

The Head, and parts thereof, Eyes, Eares, Face, Teeth, 

Beard, Deafnesse, Tooth-ach, Scars in the Face, Freckles, 

Warts, Ring- worms, Tetters, Itches in those parts. 

’’’’ The Neck, hinder part thereof, Throat and Voyce. 

““““ Shoulders, Armes, Hands, shoulder-blades. 

”””” Lungs, Breast, Ribs, Pappes, Liver, Spleen. 

•••• 
Heart, Stomack, Ridge of the Back, Sides, Diaphragma or 

Mid-riffe. 

–––– The Belly, Entrailes, Mid-riffe. 

———— Loynes, Navill, Reines, Hammes, Buttocks, Bladder. 

˜̃̃̃ Secrets, Bladder, Arse. 

™™™™ Thighes, Hammes. 

šššš Knees. 

›››› Legs. 

œœœœ Feet, Ancles. 

Every House hath also proper Diseases assignes unto it, of which you may be 

sufficiently informed in pag. 245. of our second part: by comparing one with another, you 

shall discover where and in what member the Native shall be infirmed, what the Disease, 

&c. Briefly, let him consider whether the Significator  
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be happy or unhappy, secondly, the Signe he occupies: thirdly, the Infortune that afflicts 

the Significator: fourthly, the Signe he possesseth. From hence he must derive judgment 

of the quality and cause of the Diseases the Native shall be subject unto; being ever 

mindfull, that the Planets Significators of diseases above the earth, the Disease or 

Sicknesse is in manifest and apparent parts of the Body; but under the earth, in private or 

occult members. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 
 

CHAPTER CXXVIII. 

Of Weaknesse in the Sight, or casualties 

portended to the Eyes. 

The ¢ and ¡ in Å or Â of ¥ or §, or both, in Angles of the Nativity, argue danger to 

the Eye-sight. 

The ¢ or ¡ in the Milky way or in Via Lactea; which in the North part is from the 21 of 

“ to the first of ”; and in the South part is from the seventh to the 17th thereof; and 

againe, from the 22nd of ™ to the fifth of š; or with Cloudy (or cum Nebulosis stellis) viz. 

the Pleiades about the 24. of ’; Presepe in 2.13 •, Coma Berenices in 16 –, Cor-˜. 

4.27, ™ Occulus ™ in 4. š, and others in the streame or wave of ›; its commonly found 

true, that any Native, having the Lights so posited neer or with fixed Stars, shall not dye 

before he suffer some defect, or hurt in his Eyes; and this blemish shall be inseperable if 

the Luminarie who declares it is Angular. 

Either of the lights in the Milkie way with Nebulous Starres and either in Â, Å or Ã of 

either of the Infortunes, portend blindnesse, if both lights are afflicted; the right eye onely if 

¢ be so posited, the left if the ¡; if § afflict, the blindnesse will proceed from some 

Catarrah; if ¥, by a blow or some sudden chance: the ¡ in Ã with ¢, she with cloudy fixed 

Stars threatends hurt to the Eyes: ¢ in Â with ¥ in the eighth, and the ¡ in Ã to §, she in 

a human Sign, threatens blindnesse and much sicknesse: ¡ with the girdle of Orion under 

the ¢ beames, the Native will at least be blinde of one Eye. ¢ and ¡ in Ã out of Angles, 

free from other misfortune,  
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usually denotes Purblinde people or squint-eyes. So also when both ¢ and ¡ are with 

Nebulous fixed Stars. 

 
Defects in the Eares. 

The two Infortunes pronounce debility in hearing, especially §, if he be in termes and 

house of £, who principally governeth Aery motions and affections, and this especially 

when § is so posited and in the sixt or eighth houses: From hence we judge, if £ be Lord 

of the sixt, and unfortunately placed in the ascendant, and § behold him with Å or Ã, or 

else if § behold the sixt house with Ã, the Native will be deafe, or much defective in his 

sence of hearing: if the Lord of the sixt or the ¡ be weake, or the one Infortune impedited 

by the other, the Native shall have much difficulty in his hearing. £ being Lord of the fifth 

or twelfth Unfortunated in the sixt, either declares the Native deafe, or much afflicted in his 

Eares.  

£ Infortunate in the House of §, and placed in the tenth house, the Infortunes 

aspecting him, the Native will have small benefit by his sence of hearing; the more certain 

if the Fortunes interject not their benevolent aspects thereunto.  

 

Impediments of the Tongue, from whence. 

If § and £ be with the ¢, and they both Occidentall of the ¢, and in an Angle, neither 

¥ or ¦ aspecting them, there will be impediment in the speech or tongue.  

£ under the ¢ beames, and in no aspect with the ¡, is mute Signes; the Native will 

speak little, or be much defective in his Speech.  

£ Combust of the ¢, principally in the Ascendant, and in a mute or watery Signe; 

either the Native is mute or very silent, or hath much difficulty to deliver himselfe.  

£ Lord of the sixt infortunate in the ascendant, or if he be in the house or terme of §, 

and is placed in the  first house or eighth house.  

£ in ˜ in the termes and face of ¥, viz. in the first sixt degree, behold him; the  
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and the ¡ by Ã Native will Stamer and have impediment in his Speech: £ being Lord of 

the sixt, and in a mute Signe, in Ã to an Infortune, the Native will stammer in speech. 

Its the greatest arguments of Stammering that may be, if the Lord of the Ascendant 

and the Lord of the Signe wherein he is exalted, and Lord of the triplicity of the Sign 

wherein £ is, together with the ¡, they be all in mute Signes.  

 

Of the Tooth-ach and cause thereof, 

from the Significators of Diseases. 

Who hath ¥ in the ascendant in ˜, its probable he looses all his great Teeth. I finde 

experimentally, those that have him in ” or œ in the ascendant, doe loose their great 

Teeth. § combust if the ¢ in a watery Sign, as in ”, ˜ or œ, shews great torment and 

pain in the Teeth; and this more grievously when § and ¢ are in the Ascendant or sixt 

house. In any other Signes, he rather shewes extremity of paine from too frequent deflux 

of Rhumes into the Jawe: without doubt the position of § in the Ascendant in any Signe, 

except š or › is an assured argument of great paine in the Teeth: So, also when he is in 

the seventh, for then he is in Ã to the ascendant. I have constantly observed, that where 

§ was in the ascendant in an earthly Signe, except š, the Native had weake Teeth and 

distort, quickly perishing; if he were in an Aery Signe, the Native was much vexed with 

Tooth-ach, but seldome drew any Tooth: If he were in a Fiery Signe, then excesse of heat 

caused the Tooth-ach, but of themselves the Teeth roted without much trouble or paine, 

save onely for a day or two. 

 
Of the Falling-sicknesse and Madnesse. 

You must herein with great judgment consider the Significators and their severall 

mixtures, and understand that the Epilepsie or Falling evill is a Disease which is contracted 

from perverse, ill-affected and contaminated humours, which either viciate the Braine with 

superfluous and over-much quantity,  
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or else with pernicious quality; so that, who are afflicted with this Disease, doe suddenly 

fall downe, and foame at the mouth, a little time after, they doe again raise up themselves, 

returning to their former Senses; this Disease is known from these four causes, as both 

Albubater, Cardanus and Pontanus affirme.  

 

Falling-sicknesse  First, when £ and the ¡ aspect not each other.  

Secondly, or when they are in œ and š, in convenient houses, both to the ¡ and £; 

or when they are in the twelfth, sixt, or eighth, and neither of them aspect the ascendant. 

Thirdly, when § or ¥, Saturne in a nocturnall Genesis, ¥ in a diurnall, strong, out of 

an angle, doth afflict both £ and ¡. 

Fourthly, when Saturne by day and ¥ by night doe dispose of £ and ¡, these 

configurations concurring, make an Epileptick person. 

 

From whence Madnesse  What produces Madnesse or Fools, hath almost the same 

causes in Astrologie; From hence it is, That he who is subject to the Fallingsicknesse, hath 

usually the ¡ in the ascendant, in Ã  to £ and Saturne: He is also afflicted with the same 

Disease, in whose Nativity Saturne and ¥ are in direct Ã, the one in the ascendant, the 

other in the seventh, or the one in the Midheaven, the other in the fourth. 

¡ partilly in Â or Ã with ¢ and ¥ in the fourth, and Saturne either by his presence Å 

or Ã afflicting the former Significators, the Native is not onely like to be subject the Falling-

sicknesse, but also to madnesse, or a disturned Braine. 

¢ and ¤ in the ascenant in Ã to Saturne, declares Epilepsies. 

¡ in the seventh inclines more to be the Falling-evill; ;in the  first, to Foolery, or 

Madnesse, especially being there afflicted. 

If ¡ be in the full, and then in Â with ¥, there’s cause to suspect the Ntaives 

Judgment: if she be voyd of course, and with Saturne, she intimates Dolts and Asses, or 

men of little wit  

¤ with Saturne, ¥ and £ with the ¡, the Native will be in a conceited Coxcomb. 

¢ in ”, the ¡ diminished in light, £ in š or ’, the Native will prove a very Asse or 

Widgion. 

Of the STONE . 

The Native who in his Nativity, if it be diurnall, hath Saturne, 
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and ¥ posited in the eighth or seventh house, or ¥ in the sixt in ˜, or —, in Å or Ã to ¡, 

or ¡ in ˜ or — in any ill aspect to §, viz. in Å or Ã, will be afflicted with the Stone. 

§ in ˜, notes the Strangury, or difficulty in pissing, &c. 

When in ’, the same. 

 

Of the GOUT . 

The Infirmity of the Gout is deduced from the Luminaries, when they are afflicted by the Â 

or Ã of the Infortunes, in Signs signifying Diseases, as ‘, ’, ”, ˜, š, ›, œ, so as either 

one of the Lights or one of the Infortunes have a house or Exaltedin the sixt or  first; for 

this Constellation doth not onely intimate naturally a sickly constitution in Youth, but 

afterward the Gout, when the Native is arrived to more yeers. 

The same Disease is signified also, when ¥, ¤ or ¡ on nocturnall Genitures are 

Cardinall, in Ã to §, he being either in ’, •, ™ or œ. 

§ in œ, in Ã of ¥ or ¢ or ¡, prenotes the Gout; or if he be in –, ™, š, and in the 

twelfth or sixt houses, in Å or Ã of ¥, ¢ or ¡, he declares teh same. 

 
Of Violent Fals. 

Such chances proceed from the position of §, Mars, Á or ¢ in Ayery Signes, neer 

some violent impetuous fixed Starres in teh tenth house, as I have in many Nativities found 

true: if ¥ be in teh twelfth in “, • or —, the Native is like to be in great danger by 

Horsemanship, or four footed Beasts, &c. 

Some say, if § be elevated above the other Planets in the tenth house, and be in Â, 

Å or Ã with either of the Lights, and have dominion in the ascendant or eighth, the Native 

shall suffer much hurt in his Body by violent Fals. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXIX. 

Whether the Disease the Native is subject unto be curable or not. 

 
If the benevolent Planets doe aspect the places of the Significators with Æ or Ä, and the 

Significators themselves be in movable Signes, the Infirmities will be easily  
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cured: if the Significators be in fixed Signes, and the Fortunes lend no aspect to the places 

of the Zodiack wherein the unfortunate Significators are, the Disease will either be of long 

continuance or hardly ever curable: the more neer the good aspect comes to the 

Significators, or the more partill it is, the more easie is the cure forseen to be, &c. so the 

more remote, the worse and the longer time is required for cure. Three Planets signifie the 

cures of Diseases, ¦ by Money and good councell, £ by Medicine, ¤ by Magick-naturall, 

Divine assistance, by chance, &c. so that when ¦, ¤ or £ are well fortified, and have 

either Æ or Ä to the Significators of Diseases, they promise cure; but if the Significators or 

infirmities be in their houses or exaltations, there remaines little hope of remedy. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXX. 

Of Servants or small Cattle. 

The Significators of ones Family, are, first, the sixt house and Lord thereof; secondly, 

£ a generall Significator of Servants: thirdly, a Planet or Planets in the sixt: if these 

Significators or the most of them be benevolent by nature, or well fortified, it argues the 

Native shall have a great Family, many Servants, and they frugall and profitable for him: 

the contrary judge, when the Significators are evill by nature and unfortunate in the 

Scheame. In the same nature you must judge small Cattle, &c. and of their profit unto the 

Native, &c. Where observe, that a malignant Planet essentially fortified and Significator of 

a Servant, in good aspect with the Lord of the ascendant, may shew a good Servant, 

though of rough conditions. 

The Lord of the sixt in any angle fortunate, shewes good Servants; Lord of the sixt in 

the tenth, argues, the Native will prefer his Servants, £ well posited in the tenth,  first, sixt 

or twelfth, applying to ¦ in a common or movable Signe, predicts many servants, and they 

faithfull; but if he be Retrograde or Combust, and apply to infortunes in fixed Signes, the 

Natives Servants prove Theeves, unfaithfull, &c. a fortune in the sixt or twelfth, shewes 

good servants and profit by their labour. 

§ peregrine, Á or ¥ in an Ayery or fiery Signe in the sixt, usually portends theevish 

Servants, or such as the Master gets nothing by keeping them. 
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The seventh HOUSE , and the Judgments appertaining unto it. 

Of Marriage: and first of Mens Marriages. 

Many things are here considerable, but especially these which follow:  

First you must understand that in the Marriages of Men ¤ and the ¡ are principally to 

be observed.  

Secondly, the seventh house and Lord thereof.  

Thirdly, a Planet or Planets posited in the seventh, by a due and serious 

consideration hereof, its possible to judge of the nature and quality, Dowry and other 

circumstances concerning a Wife.  

 
Whether the Native shall marry a Wife yea or no. 

Signes of no Marriage  You are herein to poyse with judgment all the Significators 

belonging hereunto, how they are affected, principally ¤ and ¡, if both these Planets be in 

Barren Signes, viz. –, “, • and also in cadent houses, viz. 6, 9, 12, 8. (for the eighth 

house, though it be not cadent, yet is admitted in this judgment by reason of its 

malignancy:) these testimonies import either a single life, or an aversenesse from 

Marriage; and if it chance that the other Significators doe herein concur, and that they be 

in sterill Signes and cadent houses, the effects of the former Significators shall be more 

manifest and certain. 

If the aforesaid Significators, but especially ¡ and ¤ are not so constituted; see then 

if either of them is weake or little fortified; and besides that, cojoyned to §, he being very 

potent, ¤ her selfe alone having not the support of any Planet by a good aspect; and if you 

then find ¡ posited in a barren Signe or cadent house, or extreamly afflicted, these argues 

no Marriage or any desire thereunto.  

But in this point of judgment, you must ever understand  
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that § ought to be very strong; for if ¤ and the ¡ be more fortified then §, then the 

preceding judgment holds not true. 

The same judgment before delivered, will hold of a single Life, or unwillingnesse 

thereunto: when in a Nativity you find § more elevated then either ¡ or ¤, no Planet 

assisting either of them; for herein his elevation is equivalent to a Â. And this judgment 

seems to be confirmed with reason, for ¡ and ¤ signifie Legitimate Marriage and the 

Natives affection to a married life, therefore if either of these or both be extreamly 

impedited of §, the author of Monkery and Solitarinesse, or single life, it takes away that 

affection of mind which doth usually stir up a desire in the Native to contract Matrimony. 

Concubines and private Sweethearts are discovered by ¤her aspect to § and ¥, being all 

of them peregrine or weak, and in no good aspect of the ¢ or ¡: ¢, ¦, £ argue Chastity; 

¤ and ¥ Impudency and Lust.  

You must remember this, that the other Significators of Marriage are also to be 

examined, viz. whether they be in barren Signes or cadent houses, or weak and much 

afflicted, and in Â with § and he well fortified; for if the testimonies of these Significators 

agree with the affliction of ¤ and ¡, without doubt the Native will then never Marry: ¡ in 

˜, in Å of §, he in • or ’; ¡ Combust of the ¢ and in Å or Ã to §, if she be in š, › or 

—, the Native never Marries.  

The Ã of ¤ and §, or Å, helps much to a single life; the ¡ as well as she being in a 

barren Signe, and cadent house, and some of the other Significators either unhappily 

placed in bad houses or unfruitull Signes: but it’s observable, that the ¡ in Å or Ã of §, 

hath not so strong signification of a single life, as that of her selfe without many other 

testimonies she shall signifie any such thing, no although ¤ her selfe be in a barren Signe.  

 
Signes of Marriage. 

Signe of the seventh a prolificall Signe.  

The Lord thereof unfortunate; a benevolent Planet in the seventh house.  

¤ and ¡ in secund Signes, and in the fifth,  first or eleventh or tenth houses.  
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Lord of the ascendant applying to the Lord of the seventh, there being also equall 

Reception betwixt them, the Native will desire Marriage, and these ar assured testimonies 

of his abilities and potency to Venerious acts; so that where you find these configurations 

or the major part concurring, they argue the Native will marry, &c. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 
 

CHAPTER CXXXI. 

Whether the Native shall obtaine his W IFE  with ease, or much difficulty. 

Herein you must consider all the qualities of the Significators of Marriage, wherein if 

you find the greater part of them fortunate Planets, or well fortified, he shall easeily them 

obtaine his Wife; if they be weak, and are signified by the Infortunes, then now withour 

labour and difficulty: but if they all be imbecill and ill affected, then shall he make love unto 

many and be as oft deluded, and in conclusion have much difficulty in procurring a Wife: In 

whose Nativity ¤ is not in some good aspect with ¥, that party shall suffer many 

inconveniencies in his loves or affections.  

Againe, the nature of the Significators is considerable, for the benevolent Planets doe 

promise happy successe; the greater happinesse the stronger they are: The malevolent, 

usually much labour, yea though they be very powerfull. I have ever observed, that when 

§ and ¥ are in Ã out of the  first or seventh houses, or when § alone hath been neer the 

cusp of the seventh, or when ¤ hath been in • or ˜, and not in aspect of ¥, or when ¥ 

hath been in –, š or ’ in the seventh, whether in aspect to¤ or not, that the Native had 

extraordinary difficulty to procure a Wife, and married at last upon a sudden; but withall, 

that he was prone to Women, and abounded in Laciviousnesse, and was extreame 

Venerious in the worst sense. 

 
The time of Marriage. 

 If all the Significators of Marriage or the greater part, and amongst  
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these, the ¡ is Orientall of the ¢, and in Orientall quarters of Heaven, viz. tenth, eleventh, 

twelfth, fourth, fifth, sixt hosues, then the Native shall marry in youth, or after his more 

mature yeers, shall espouse a young Woman.  

If the Significators be Occidentall of the ¢, and in Occidental quarters of Heaven, viz. 

ninth, eighth, seventh,  first, second, third, he shall either then very late contract 

Matrimony, or else in his youth marry a Widow, or one very aged.  

Besides this, observe the motion of the Significators, for if they be direct and swift in 

motion, they declare Marriage in youth: but if they be Retrograde, slow in motion, or 

stationary, they prolong the time. Having collected the testimonies of the Significators, if 

then you find a discrepency, you must have respect in that case to those Significators that 

neerest agree with the ¡ or ¤, but especially the ¡.  

The more speciall time is best adjudged from the directions of the degree of the 

seventh house, or Lord thereof, or of the ¡ or ¤ to the degree, or to the Lord of the 

ascendant: The time of Marriage is better discovered in my judgment, all respect had to 

the opinions of the Ancients contrary unto it, viz. by direction of the mid-heaven to the Â, 

Æ, Å or Ä of ¤, if she were potent in the Radix, or to the same aspects with the ¡; or by 

direction of the ¢, direct and converse to the Body, Æ, Å, or Ä of ¡ or ¤; or by direction 

of ¡ to any of the premised aspects to the ¢ or ¥; if the direction meet with a Å or Ã 

either of ¢ or ¥, see if it fall not in the Termes of a Fortune; also either mid-heaven or ¢ 

or ¡ directed to the Æ or Ä of the Lord of the seventh, or a fortunate Planet in the seventh, 

denotes the time of Marriage. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXXII. 

Of the number of W IVES . 

If all the Significators of Marriage be in watry Signes, which we usually terme fruitfull, 

for the most part othey note many Wives, or more then one,; the contrary, if posited in –, 

•, “. Amongst  
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all the Significators ¡ and ¤ give the most evident testimony, as having most power in 

mens Marriages; so that usually the ¡ in the seventh, in what Signe soever, gives more 

then one Wife, unlesse she be extreamly afflicted of § or the ¢: I must confesse, I never 

knew that the Native failed of having plurality of She-friends (alias, a Concubine or two) 

when the ¡ was in the seventh, but not alwayes two Wives, except she were very potent, 

and then she did declare more than one Wife, &c. 

The ¡ conjoyned to one Planet onely, whether by plactick or partill aspect, denotes 

onely one Wife: where observe when she is thus joyned to one onely Planet, and is more 

strong then that Planet with whom she is in aspect, the man out lives his Wife: but if the 

Planet to whom the ¡ is joyned is more powerfull then the ¡, the Husband dyes before 

the Wife. 

If the ¡ is bodily joyned to no Planet, consider how many Planets, and they direct and 

free from Combustion and not in their Fall or Detriment, doe aspect her partilly, but so as 

¡ apply to them, and not they unto her, (the ¢ here is not considerable) from thence you 

may conjecture of the number of Wives; you must consider the quality of the Signes 

wherein the Planets are that aspect ¡, for fruitfull Signes double the number. Ptolomey his 

rule is this, the ¡ in a signe of one forme and applying to one Planet, notes one Wife; in a 

Bycorporeall Signe applying to many Planets, many wives, or Marriage oftener then once. 

If no such thing appeare as formerly mentioned, consider how many Planets direct 

and free from Combustion, or the ¢ beames are constituted betwixt the mid-heaven and 

¤, making progresse from the mid-heaven towards the ascendant, and so many Wives 

shall the Native have. 

If those Planets so posited betwixt the mid-heaven and ¤ shall suffer by 

Retrogradation or Combustion, and yet be in their essentiall Dignities, viz. either House or 

Exaltation, or in mutuall Reception of such dignities, then you may account those Planets 

in the number, for Significators of a Wife or Wives. 

When these rules hold not, or use cannot be made of them observe, 
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how many Planets behold the Lord of the seventh with partill aspect, whether they be 

Retrograde or Combust, and from thence collect the number of Wives. 

The best approved rule I have hitherto found by experience is this, Consider how 

many Planets there are in the Signe the ¡ is in, she applying unto them, and not 

separated, so many Wives the Native may expect; if no such bodily presence be, observe 

how many Planets, having dignities in the Signe she is in, doe behold her with partill 

aspect, so many Wives may be hoped for, &c.  

Observe this generall rule about Wives, if the Significators be weak, they rather argue 

Sweet-hearts and Wenches, or such as he may wooe for Wives, rather then marriage it 

selfe: againe, if the ¡ apply to a Planet in a common Signe, it argues two Wives: If she be 

in a fruitfull Signe, and apply to a Planet in a fruitfull or Bycorporeall Signe, it argues three 

Wives: if together with this Aphorisme the Signe of the seventh be prolificall, and the Lord 

of the seventh in a common or fruitfull Signe, it’s then without dispute the Native will have 

three Wives.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXXIII. 

From whence, or from what Quarter the Native shall have his WIFE. 

The Significators of Marriage in the ninth or third houses, or else peregrine, having no 

essential Dignities, portend the Native shall marry a stranger, and not one borne in the 

County (I say not Country) he himself was born in. 

Lord of the seventh in the ninth, or Lord of the ninth in the seventh, intimates he 

marries one not born neer his own Country or place where his owne birth was; yet she will 

prove a religious, rich and vertuous Wife, especially if the Significator be benevolent and 

well fortified: ¤ Lady of the ninth in the  first or tenth, gives a Wife borne in another 

Country; ¢ and ¡ in Â in the seventh, or befolding the seventh, signifie the  
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Wife, to be a stranger: ° in the third, signifie his Wife to be no Native of the place he was 

borne in.  

If you consider the Signe of the seventh, Sign where the Lord of the seventh is in, 

Signes wherein ¤ and ¡ are in, and the quarters of Heaven wherein they are posited; you 

may give judgment more certainly, judging by the greater number of testimonies. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXXIIII. 

What manner of Wife or Wives the Native shall have, 

if Faire or Deformed. 

The true signification hereof is generally taken fom the Signe of the seventh, and the 

nature of the Planet who is principall Significator of the Wife, or from the Planet beholding 

the ¡, she applying unto them either by Â, or any other partill aspect: If all or most of 

these be in Signes of deformity, a foule Wife: Signes which declare fairnesse, are “, –, —, 

and  first part of ™; ˜, › and œ shew mediocrity: Signes of deformity are ‘, ’, ”, •, the 

latter part of š and ™.  

The principall Significator of deformity is §, when therefore § afflicteth the 

Significators with his evill aspect, he causeth deformity; the Significator Combust of the ¢, 

deformes the Complexion: when ¤ is with § in the Termes of §, or § doe behold ¤, the 

Native marrieth an old woman, or of more yeers then doth agree with h is age: § and ¥ in 

the seventh promiseth the same.  

¦, ¤ and ¡ happily in configuration with each other, or aspecting the cusp of the 

seventh, or the principall Significator, declares a handsome Wife.  

¦ Notwithstanding in the seventh, in Â with the ¡, gives no very handsome Woman, 

if other circumstances concurre not; and this I have proved true many times, as also, that if 

he be in the seventh, and not essentially strong, he gives a Widow and not a Maid.  
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Conditions of the Wife  Now generally for the condition of the Wife, they are such as 

the Planet who describes the Wife doth impor, and they according unto Ptolomey, from 

whom Leovitius, Pezelius, Schonerus, Garceus and Origanus doe borrow what they have 

in this judgment, viz. If ¡ apply unto §, he promiseth, when he is well affected, a Woman 

taciturne, grave, advised, sparing, laborius, &c. but if he be ill affected, the Woman proves 

troublesome, forward, suspicious, stubborne, envious, a meer droane, or very lazy.  

¦ well placed, intimates one very godly, mild, chaste, noble, honest, a good house 

keeper and huswife. If he is ill placed, she hath these vertues in her, but they are clouded, 

and she makes no shew of them, by reason of some blemish or other cast upon her.  

The ¡ applying unto ¥, and he well affected, shewes one very cordiell and hearty, a 

stout-hearted Wench, scorning to be too much in sunjection, will endure no affronts or 

injuries, furious or angry, prone to revenge her selfe of any wrong offered her; would 

willingly wear the Breeches; when ill affected, she is quarrelsome, perverse, violent, a 

costly Dame, and proud, infamous, never quiet, a notorious turbulent woman.  

When the ¡ applyes to ¤, and she is well constituted, it declares a faire, handsome 

Lady, pleasant, sweet in condition, urbane and civill, affable, vertuous: if she be ill qualified 

in dignities, then the Wife may be expected to be of contrary disposition to what proceds, 

viz. then she is arrogant, wastfull, talkative, a nice housewife, prodigall, a consumer of her 

Estate, &c. perhaps not too honest, &c.  

The ¡ being in Â or applying to £, and he iether strong in dignities Essentiall, or free 

from misfortune, points out an ingenious Dame, circumspect, pleasant and well spoken, 

carefull to provide for her Family, &c.  

If he be ill dignified, then she is a pratler, a gossip, a lyar, speaking one thing and 

intending anothe, mutable, malitious, atwatling huswife, making discord where-ever she 

comes.  

The ¢ and ¡ herein have no manner of signification assigned them, I meane in the 

conditions of the Wife.  

The forme and shape of the Wife must be had or framed according  
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to the nature of the Planets and Signes in the figure, of which we there spoke copiously. 

 

������������������������������������ 

 
 

Aphorisms concerning the positure of ¤¤¤¤. 

If ¤ be Orientall, and in Essential dignities, and ¦ in aspect with her, it Prenotes the 

Woman will be Master.  

¤ in the second, argues the Native marries his Wife for Wealth.  

¤ in the sixt, the Native marries a Wife of servile or low condition, &c.  

¤ in the fourth, in Å or Ã to ¡ in ›, shewes the Wife to be light: if she be in ”, it 

portends the Native will be much given to Lechery.  

¤ in the seventh, the Native is long ere he marry, and will love Harlots.  

¤ in the eleventh, the Native will cohabit with a Woman having Children.  

¤ in the tenth, the Native marries a gallant noble soule, if in aspect with ¦, the more 

noble.  

¤ in the  first with §, especially if in his owne house, or else in the house of ¤, 

renders the Native a Wife that is either dishonest, aged, or a very poor, sneaking Wife.  

¤ joyned to £ in the fourth, or else in £ his house, § posited in the tenth, portend the 

Native will marry a sordid Woman, or of no Quality: If she be at the same time in any 

aspect with ¥, she is strangely evill, and will be suspected of sorcery or poisons; in ” or 

š, it argues a Whore.  

¡ in the fourth, and ¤ with § in the ninth, the Wife will have no Children, either by 

reason of age, or defect of nature.  

¤ in Â with § and ¥ in the sixt, advise the Native to beware of Hornes.  

¤ and § in Â in the seventh, shewes the Native hath no faculty in, or is impotent to 

beget children.  

¤ in Â with §, ¦, £, gives laborious Wives, good Hous-wives, Women affectionately 

loving their Husbands.  

¥ with ¤ denote the Wife full of spirit, movable, an ill Huswife, prodigall, and that the 

Native is or will be an Adventurer. 
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§ mixing his aspect with ¤, encreases licentiousnesse, filthinesse, immodesty. ¦ 

fairenesse, cleanlinesse, modesty. £ varies many times for good or ill, as dignified or 

unfortunate. 

Riches of the wife Of Riches attending the Wife, or accrewing by her portion, herein 

you must consider those Planets whom I have specified before, viz. who did behold the ¡ 

by any good aspect, or were in Â with her; for if those Planets be benevolent, and 

essentially fortified, they declare a rich and wealthy Wife, well descended, &c. if they be 

malevolent Planets and ill dignified, they argue the contrary.  

Wherein I must give you this generall caution, viz. that you consider the quality and 

birth of the Native, before you rashly pronounce a noble Wife, or one well descended, for 

let us admit I have a Beggars Nativity to calculate, and that he hath ¦ in ™, free from all 

manner of impediment, to signifie the Wife he shall marry: I shall then describe the person 

of ¦ and his conditions, but I will not say she shall be noble or gloriously borne, but will 

frame this judgment, That he shall marry a Wife so qualified, &c. But one well descended, 

as unto his condition viz. perhaps she may be the Daughter of some Tradesman or 

Farmer, &c. and this unto him and his Beggery, is as if she were noble borne, considering 

the difference betwixt a Beggar and a Farmer, and whereas being signified by ¦, she 

ought to be rich, &c. without a doubt a Wife so signified shall have some pretty Portion 

from her Parents or Friends, and shall reduce this poor man and beggar by this her 

Marriage, to a better kind of living or substance; for the Artist must not predict 

impossibilities, but to every one Quoad Capax, &c. but to our former purpose.  

Generally, the Fortunes, or either of them in the seventh, especially if strong; argue a 

wealthy Wife, and well descended: malevolent Planets in that house denote much trouble; 

if they be potent, perhaps the Wife may be rich, but withall ill conditioned.  

The Lord of the seventh in the tenth, or Lord of the tenth in the seventh, promises a 

good Wife.  

Lord of the second in the seventh, or Lord of the seventh in the second, promises the 

same. 

Lord of the twelfth in the seventh, or Lord of the seventh in the twelfth, Usually 

predicts a poore Wife, ill bred, and of obscure Parents. 
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Signes of a good Wife. 

The happy aspect of ¦ to ¤ or ¡, with reception in Dignities equivalent, shew a 

wealthy Wife, and Marriage with a person of great Birth.  

Lord of the seventh in the seventh, gives an honest simple wife.  

Lord of the seventh in the eighth, if he be a Fortune, argues a rich Wife, and borne to 

have an Inheritance very ample.  

Kingly fixed Stars of the first magnitude, neer the cusp of the seventh, if the cusp 

thereof be also fortunate, these testimonies argue a rich and good dispositioned Wife. 

 
Signes of ill fortune by a Wife. 

Malignant Planets in the seventh very strong, denotes Riches with a Wife, but not 

attainable without some scandall or trouble.  

The Infortunes very imbecill in the seventh, notes Wives, or a Wife, very poore, of 

abject and sordid condition and birth.  

The Lord of the seventh in the sixt or twelfth, or on the contrary, the Lord of the sixt or 

twelfth in the seventh, shewes the Wife to be either a servant or very poorly borne.  

It’s not good for the Native that either § or ¥ be in the seventh, unlesse the Fortunes 

doe aspect them, and be not cadent from the house, for § doth cause sorrow and travell in 

the matter of Marriage, and ¥ doth shew their death and destruction before the Native.  

¤ in Å or Ã of ¡ signifies prejudice by Marriage.  

¤ in the second, in an evill aspect of the malevolent Planets, declares detriment by 

reason of the Wife.  

The ¡ Lady of the seventh and posited in the eighth, decreasing in light, denies any 

great felicity in Marriage. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 

CHAPTER CXXXV. 

Of the mutuall Love and Concord betwixt Man and Wife. 

Consider the Planet or Planets shewing the number of Wives, whether they be of the 

Fortunes, & behold the ¡ with friendly aspect; if so, they doe declare much love, sweet 

society and that perpetual good-will shall continually be betweene them.  
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But if they be malevolent by nature, and have Å or Ã to ¡, they will fall out upon 

every slight occasion, not will there be ever any perfect unity between them. 

If a benigne Planet aspects the ¡ with an ill aspect, the Native and his Wife shall then 

agree but moderately, yet in most things they will accord. 

If a malignant Planet have a friendly aspect unto the ¡, they will agree but 

indifferently, and will be subject to disagree in most things; for as the evill aspect of the 

Fortunes hurt but little, so the benevolent aspects of the Infortunes for the most part tends 

to ill. 

What I have said of the good or evill aspects in this matter onely hath relation to the 

Lord of the seventh and the ¡, but not to any of the other Significators. 

The most assured means to know the agreement or disagreement of Man and Wife 

is, by comparing their Genitures together, if they can be procured; wherein if you find the 

¢ in the Wives Geniture, to be in the Signe and degree the ¡ was in the Man’s, or if the ¡ 

in the Wives is the place of the ¢ in the Man’s, it is a very good Signe of unity and 

concord. 

Or if the Significators of Marriage are in Æ or Ä, they shew unity and affection; and so 

contrary aspects, contrary affections. 

Good Planets beholding the ¡ or Lord of the seventh with Æ or Ä, argue concord.  

¤ with § beholding ¥, there will arise jealousies betwixt the Native and his Wife.  

¤ in the twelfth, designs but ill Marriage; if ¦ be also in the twelfth the Wife brings but 

little Fortune.  

¤ When she is in ill aspect with the ¡ or the Infortunes, shewes dissention betwixt 

Man and Wife by reason of lasciviousnesse, &c.  

The Significators of Marriage in movable Signes, argues instability in Marriage, nor 

doth any great content arise from thence.  

¤ in a movable Signe, argues an unconstant man in affection, nor will be content with 

one Woman, especially if the ¡ or she be in ” or š: ¤ in a common Signe argues delight 

in Marriage.  

If the Lord of the ascendant be in a common Signe, and ¤ infortunate, the Native will 

not be content with one Woman. If the ¡ behold  
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the ¢ with a good aspect, both of them in humane Signes, and one is the Fortunes aspect 

either or both of them, the Native and his Wife will agree well; if the aspects betwixt the ¢ 

and ¡ be ill, and an Infortune have Å or Ã to one or both of them, they perpetually 

disagree. ¡ diminishing in light, and in Â of Amrs in a movable Signe the Natives Wife 

never truly loved him, but some other man. 

Or if the ¡ be Lady of the seventh, and diminished in light, and be placed in the 

eighth, the Native will receive no felicity in Matrimony. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXXVI. 

Whether the Native or his Wife shall dye first. 

In judging of this question, you must have respect to the Significators of the Wife or 

Lord of the seventh house, if these be afflicted by the Infortunes, or posited in cadent 

houses, especially in the second, which is opposite to the eighth, it denotes the death of 

the Wife, or long and tedious Infirmities. 

¡ onely conjoyned to one Planet, and so signifying but one Wife, if she be more 

fortified then the Planet she is with, the Wife dyes first; if the Planet be better fortified then 

the ¡, the mand dyes first. 

¡ in the fourth, the Native’s Wife or Wives dye first. 

When the ¡ is separated from ¥, and applyes to ¤ in the West, or Occidentall part of 

Heaven, the Antive shall have many Wives, but they will all dye before him. 

¡ and ¤ in Â with § in the seventh, argue the death of the Wife, and much adoe to 

obtaine one. 

¤ in the fourth, in evill aspect of ¥ and §, argue the death of teh Wife; if therein she 

be in a movable Signe, the Natiev will have many Wives and they all dye before him. 

¡ in the seventh, in ill aspect of the Infortunes, without the assistance of ¦ and ¤ the 

Wife dyeth first.  

¤ being Occidentall of the ¢, Peregrine, conjunct to the Infortunes, or in Å or Ã of 

them, the Wife will live but a short space. 

¤ in Â with ¥ in the twelfth, denotes, the Native will be a knave to his Wife, and use 

her basely. 

One of the Infortunes in the eighth or fourth, the Native shall bury his Wife. 
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The Infortunes Peregrine in the seventh, having dominion therein, declares, the 

Native shall see the death of his enemies and Wives. 

Lord of the seventh combust and cadent, the Native’s Wives dye before him.  

Lord of the seventh in the eighth denotes the same. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXXXVII. 

Of the Marriage of WOMEN . 

First, their Significators are ¢ and ¥ who in Womens Nativities have most 

signification.  

Secondly, the seventh house and Lord thereof.  

Thirdly, the Planet or Planets in the seventh.  

From the disposition of these Significators, their quality and positure, we judge in the 

same manner as in Mens Nativities, accepting herein the ¢ in the place of ¡ and ¥ in the 

place of ¤; and we herein consider, whether the Significators be barren or prolificall, or are 

in double-bodied signes, or in fruitfull; whether the Significators be Fortunes or Infortunes, 

strong or weak, and from hence we produce judgment upon these severall Queries.  

 
If the Woman shall marry. 

If the Significator in the Womans Nativity be fruitfull, strong in fortunate Houses, and 

in good aspect of the Fortunes, they then promise Marriage: But if the Significators be 

barren, placed in unfortunate Houses, imbecill and afflicted of the malevolents, they argue 

no marriage: ¤ Occidentall in the seventh house and § in the fourth, in a Womans 

Geniture, argues, the Woman hath ho great desire to marry, and that she is nothing 

delighted in Venerious sports.  

If ¢ and ¡ be in masculine Signes, or in the same masculine quarter of Heaven, or in 

one and the same Signe, it being masculine, the Woman will be a Virago, will not care for 

men, and if she chance to marry, will prove a refractory Wife.  
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If with difficulty or not. 

The Significators applying to each other by benevolent aspects, or being of 

themselves Fortunes, argue, she marries without difficulty; contrary aspects and 

Significators the contrary. 

When, or in what time. 

The speciall time is discerned by direction of Mid-heaven or ¢; the generall time by 

the ¢: for if he be in Orientall Quadrants, he denotes they marry in youth either to a young 

or old man, or after their full age with a young man; if the ¢ be in an Occidentall Quarter, 

he notes, it will be long ere she marry, and then with an old man. 

 
How many Husbands. 

¢ in a Signe of one forme, or in aspect with one matutine Planet, notes she shall 

marry but once: ¢ in a Signe of many shapes, or in aspect unto many matutine Planets, 

shew she will marry more then once. 

The Signe of the seventh, the Lord thereof and the ¢ in a common Sign, signifie the 

Woman shall have two Husbands; either ¢ or ¥ in a double-bodied Signe, signifies two 

Husbands: ¤ in common Signe, or tropick, and her Dispositors also in such Signes, 

denotes more Husbands. 

Againe, look to how many Planets the ¢ is joyned corporally, in the Signe he is in at 

Birth, partilly or platick, so many Husbands she will have: If the ¢ is joyned to no Planet by 

body, see how many Planet that have dignity in the Signe the ¢ is in, doe behold the ¢, 

the ¢ applying to them, they not to him, so many Husbands the Woman shall have. 

 
From whence Marry. 

If the Significators be Peregrine, the Husband will be a stranger; or °, in a Woman 

Nativity, be in the third, it notes the same. 

 
What manner of Husband. 

Take the Signe of the seventh to signifie the shape of his Body, the Lord thereof his 

Conditions, with reference to the aspects  
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the Lord of the seventh and ¢ have to the other Planets, and this I ever found the most 

certaine way; if the Husband be to be Saturnine, describe §, &c. if ¦, then doe so for him; 

and so in the rest. 

 
If Rich. 

Contrary to the rules of the Ancients, I constantly observe this way; To examine the 

strength of the eighth house, the lord thereof, and Planet or Planets posited therein, and 

according to their positure or fortitude, so doe I judge: for if these Significators be strong, 

and free from malevolent aspects, they argue a rich Husband; and son on the contrary. Let 

the Lord of the eighth be in his owne house, and angular, I never fear the Husbands 

Estate. 

 
If Agree. 

The Significators of Marriage either in mutuall reception, or in Æ or Ä to one another, 

or in good aspects with the Fortunes, shew Unity: contrary aspects, and the Significators in 

the twelfth, sixt or eighth, portend no concord.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

The fift HOUSE , and its proper Judgments.  

Viz. Of Children.  

Herein you must consider the fifth house, then the eleventh and  first, and if in these 

houses you find fruitful Planets in prolificall Signes, Issue or Children are promised; if 

barren Signes possesse the cusps of these houses, and barren Planets therein be posited, 

they argue no Children: when no Planet is the in any of the houses, have recourse to the 

Lord of the fifth, the testimonies of barrennesse and fruitfulnesse collected, judge by the 

major testimonies.  

Planets that signifie Issue are ¦, ¤, ¡, so doth «.  

Barren Planets, §, ¥, ¢, to which in signification is added Á.  

£ being of so convertible a nature, and so indifferent is ever adjudged  
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according to that Planet whose nature he assumes, either by Â or aspect, or in whose 

essentiall dignity he is constituted, as we have formerly delivered our selves in our 

judgment upon the third house. 

If a Planet promising Children be in the fifth, and a Planet of contrary signification in 

the eleventh, preferre that Planet in teh fifth before the other in the eleventh, and say, the 

Native shall have Children: on the contrary, if the sterill Planet be in the  first, and a 

prolificall one in the eleventh, this signification rather imports barrennesse, or no children, 

then otherwise. 

If no Planets be in these houses, then consider the Lord of the  first, if he be a fecund 

Planet, the Native shall beget Children; if he be a barren one, the Native will have no 

Issue, or very few, or will they live. 

Consider the nature of the Signes in which the Planets are, who either shew 

fruitfulnesse or barrennesse; if they be barren or fruitfull, or of mediocrity in signification, 

the quality of these Signes is to be mixed and conferred with the nature of the Planets; for 

if a fecund Planet be in a fruitfull Signe, especially in the fifth house, it’s an evident 

signification of Children: judge the contrary of a barren Planet in a sterill Signe. A fruitfull 

Planet in a barren Signe, shewes mediocrity; in that case you must have recourse to your 

other Significators; A barren Planet by nature in a fruitfull Signe, doth little in this manner of 

judgment: according to the greatest number of testimonies, you must pronounce judgment 

of having Children or not. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

ALBUBATER , SCHONER , and others, 

have delivered these Aphorismes, 

of which ORIGANUS  makes plentifull mention, Pag. 640. 

¡ and £ in the fifth, and the Lord of the Signe or Signes wherein they are free from 

all manner of impediment, denotes many Children.  

£ being Orientall, in good aspect with the Fiortunes, for then he participates of their 

Nature, shewwes many Children; but if Occidentall, and in configuration with the 

Infortunes, he then argues barrennesse.  
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¡ in the fifth, promisees Children, but if § be therein, in the same house, they will 

prove ill conditioned. 

If the Signe of the fifth, Signe wherein the Lord of the fifth is, and Sign ascending be 

prolificall, many Children are promised. 

¤ in the ascendant, and ¦ in the seventh, shewes Issue, and from them much good 

to the Parent. 

¦ in Ä to ¡ in humane or moyst signes, gives Children. 

 ¡ and ¤ with ¦ in an angle, or in aspect from angles, signifies many Children. 

¤ and ¡ in the fifth house, especilly in a fruitfull Signe, give much Issue, declares the 

Children to prove well. 

All the Planets in fruitfull Signes, gives abundance of Children. 

Infortunes in the house of Children, therein unfortunate, if they be a little weak, the 

Native may have Children; if they be much afflicted, they will not live; if greatly, they argue 

sterility. 

¤ in the  first or seventh, in Â or Ã with §, or in any commutative Dignity of his, viz. 

he in her Terme, she in his Terme; or if § be in ’, and ¤ in š, argue abrrennesse to Men, 

abortion to Women, or that the Native shall dye presently after he hath seen the light. 

§ in the  first, and ¢ in Å to ¦, denies Issue. 

If ¢, § or ¥ rule the ascendant, fifth and eleventh, without some good aspect of the 

Fortunes, or they are in teh hosue of Children, and no Planet occupy that house, simply 

they deny Children. 

¢ with § and £ in the eleventh or fifth, aspecting the ¡, shew, the Native will dye 

without having Children, or if any be borne, they dye suddenly. 

It’s the greatest argument of having no Children, when the Lord of the fifth is 

Retrograde or Combust, especially when the Significator is an Infortune: I know where ¦ is 

in the fifth of a Nativity, in ”, Retrograde, and yet there is no Children, though both 

Husband and Wife are very likely people. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 
CHAPTER CXXXVIII.  

How many Children the Native may have. 

The number of Children is generall, you may partly discover by collection of the 

testimonies; for the more Planets that are  
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and posited in the fifth or llth, and in such Signes as we nominate fruitfull, doe discerne the 

greater number of Children; so the fewer the Planets are in those houses, and those also 

posited in barren Signes, so much lesse Issue, or fewer Children may be expected: 

Planets prolificall in bycorporeall Signes, double the number of Children; in fruitfull Signes, 

the same Planets treble the number. 

 
Whether Male or Female. 

§, ¦, ¥, ¢ they are masculine Planets, if in Houses, Signes and degrees masculine, 

they discover Male Children: ¡ and ¤ are Feminine Planets; if Occidentall, and in Signes, 

Houses and Degrees Feminine, they argue Females.  

Long Lived If all the Significators who pronounce Children, or the major number of 

them be potent, strong and essentially fortified, they promise long lived, famous and happy 

Children, who will be obedient unto, and beneficiall to their Parents.  

Short Lived The weaknesse of the Significators argues not onely short life, but 

disobedient and little comfortable to the Parents.  

Love or Hatred with Parents If there be a benevolent aspect betwixt the Lord of 

the fifth ans  first, there's like to be a mutuall Love betwixt the Father ans the Child or 

Children; an hatefull aspect demonstrates the contrary.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 

Aphorismes of ALBUBATER  concerning Children. 

§ and ¥ in the fifth or llth, argue, the Children of the Native shall not live long.  

¢ having dominion in the fifth, joyned to an Infortune, leave not one Child alive.  

¢, § and £ in Â in the mid-heaven, in Å or Ã of ¡, kils the Children.  

¥ in Ã to ¦, either kils the Children, or argues an ill death unto them; so also doth ¦ 

when in Ã to §, he then kils the greater part of them.  

£ in the ascendant, § in the west, notes, the Children will live but a short time.  
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The Lord of the fifth in the eighth, shew, the Children will dye before the Father. 

 The Lord of the fifth in Â with Infortunes, or with the Lord of the eighth, or in a bad 

aspect of the Infortunes, kils the Children, &c.  

In the judgments of Children, all men have declined the Opinion of Ptolomey, who 

herein adviseth to consider the tenth and llth, fourth and fifth, the Signes of those Houses, 

and Planets therein, &c. 

 
������������������������������������ 

 

Judgments upon the ninth HOUSE . 

Of Journeys and Religious. 

 

The Significators of long Journeys and Travels are taken: 

First, from the ninth house and his Lord. 

Secondly, from the Planet or Planets in the ninth. 

 Thirdly, from ¡ and £; Ptolomey addes ¥ in consideration hereof. 

1. From all these Significators, judgments are deduced, whether the Native is to travell 

into farre Countreys, yea or no; or once or many times, or so frequently travell, that all his 

life, as it were, shall be led in parts transmarine, or whether he shall but seldome make 

forraigne Voyages. 

2. When it is evident the Native shall travell, these circumstances are considerable. Unto 

what parts of the world he will bend his Journeys from his native Country: if it appeare he 

shall visit sundry parts, then towards which part especially.  

3. What may be the causes of principall of travells. 

4. Whether he shall be successfull in travell yea or not; and whether he will incurre 

danger or hazard his life thereby.  

 

������������������������������������ 

 

CHAPTER CXXXIX. 

Whether the Native shall travell or not. 

Observe for resolving this matter, the beforenamed Significators but especially the ¡ 

and £.  
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Who if they be in mutuall Reception or in Â.  

Or in Â or Reception with the Lord of the ninth or  first.  

Or if they be posited in the ninth, third, or  first, or have dignities in those houses, they 

prenote travell without doubt.  

 The Lord of the ninth in the  first, or the Lord of the  first in the ninth, or when they are 

in Â together.  

¢  in the house of the ¡ or £, or in Reception with either of them by essential 

Dignities, orconjoyned to £ or ¡, or both, shewes Travelling or Journey: Many Planets in 

movable Signs, stir up the Native's mind in Travell.  

£  in the house of the ¡, or the ¡ in the house of £, the same.  

 The more signification of Journeys you find, the more frequent and more continued 

Journeys will the Native make, &c. and so on the contrary, when few testimonies of 

Journeys are, then few Travels: Many Planets Occidentall, especially the ¡, shew many 

Journeys.  

None of these aspects or significations happening, it's an argument, the Native will 

have no desire to see forreigne Countreys, but will remaine at home in his owne Country: 

ever observing, Significators in movable Signes shew profitable, and speed in Travell; 

fixed Signes are arguments of long stay abroad, and but of little profit.  

 
To what part of the World the Native shall Travell. 

When you have manifest evidence of Travelling, and it is desired, into what part of the 

World it's probable he will travell; you must judge as followeth.  

First, judgment herein is derived from the Planets discerning Journeys. 

Secondly, from the Signes of the Zodiack wherein those Planets are. 

¢ and § shew towards the East from his Native  

Country, because they love the East.  

¤ towards the South.  

¦ towards the North.  

¥ and ¡ towards the West. 

£ designes the quarter of Heaven which the Planet doth 

with whom he is in aspect.  

Yet if he be in conjunction with the Sunne or Moon, unlesse in essentiall 
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dignity, he prenotes nothing in this manner of judgment.  

 

The Signes are considered according to their Triplicities.  

Fiery Trygon, viz. ‘, •, ™ shew the East part. 

Ayery Trygon, viz. “, —, › declare the West. 

Earthly Trygon, viz. ’, –, š expresse the South. 

Watry Trygon, viz. ”, ˜, œ shew the North.  

 

By collecting the major numbers of testimonies, frame your judgment of the quarter of 

Heaven.  

Ptolomey will have us consider, in giving judgment of the quarter of Heaven unto 

which the Native is to travell, the positure of the Luminaries; which way of his hath no 

affinity with the judgments of other Astrologians, nor is it so consentanious to reason it 

selfe, without relation had to those houses which do properly designe Travell. His words 

are; If the Luminaries be found in Orientall Quadrants, or Quarters, it denotes Travels 

towards the East and South-east quarters of the World: If the Lights be in Occidentall 

quarters, then towards the West and North. Abenrodan saith, by East quarters he meanes 

the tenth, llth, twelfth,  first, second, and third houses; by West quarter, the ninth, eighth, 

seventh, sixt, fifth, and fourth houses.  

You must consider the latitude of ¥ and ¡, if they have North Latitude, and be strong 

in signification, judge the Native to travell North-ward; if South latitude, then Southward.  

The most certaine and assured way is, to collect your testimonies in order, and from 

the major number to frame your judgment.  

 
Whether he shall travell by Land or Water. 

This is a most scrupulous Quere, but in reason it is thus answered, that if the major 

part of the Significators be in fiery or earthly Signes, they denote travell more by Land then 

Water: if they are in watry and ayery, then by Water, or sometimes by Water, sometimes 

by Land: The Significators in four-footed Signes, argue travell by Horse and Coach; the 

Significators in humane Signes, then by Foot.  
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CHAPTER CXL. 

Cause of TRAVELL . 

First, the causes moving to travell are taken from the Planets who are Significators of 

Journeys: Secondly, from the signification of the Houses in which the Planets are posited: I 

acquainted you before, the Planets signifies Matters and Persons, wherefore if those 

Planets that design travell are cojoyned to § or are in his essentiall Dignities, or if § 

himselfe be Significator, he shewes the cause of Travell to proceed from Matters or men 

Saturnine, viz. as for matters either for discovery of some rich Mines, or recovery of some 

Inheritance befallen him by the Deceased, or some such Things or Commodities as are 

Saturnine. As for Men, Ancient men, grave, reverend Magistrates, Gentlemen or 

Merchants of § his condition, &c.  

If ¦, he shewes the cause, it's for Religion, Honour, Law, Ecclesiasticall preferment, 

&c. or for, or by persons who administer such things, as Bishops, Church-men, Prelates, 

Noblemen, Judges, Gentlemen, &c. and so of the rest of the Planets, as specified in the 

second House.  

Next consider the Signification of the Houses in which the Planets are posited, who 

declare Journeys; for if the Significators be in the  first, a naturall desire of seeing strange 

Countries possesseth the Native: In the second, he travels with a desire to buy and sell, 

whereby he may enrich himselfe, &c. and so in the rest.  

So that in few words, the cause of Travell appeares from the nature of the 

Significators, and naturall signification of the Houses wherein they are placed.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

HALY  delivers these generall Aphorismes 

of the Lord of the ninth. 

 
If the Lord of the ninth be in the ascendant, the Native will travell much: If he be in the 

second, he will gaine much by his Travels: in the third, he will cohabit with strange 

Women, and oft shift his place: In the fourth,  
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his Parents will have come occult infirmnesse, and the Native will dye in his Travels: In the 

fifth, he will have Children in another Country: In the sixt, he will gaine by his Slaves or 

Servants, and his Cattle, shall fall sick in his Travels: In the seventh, he will obtaine a good 

Wife, and she will be obedient (which is a good thing:) In the eighth, the Native will be 

greedy of procuring an Estate, and for that cause will journey beyond Seas ,&c.  

 
������������������������������������ 

 
 

CHAPTER CXLI.  

Of Successe in TRAVELL . 

When the Significators are potent, and in aspect with benevolent Planets, or in their 

owne Houses, the Native may travell securely without danger, and they denote prosperity, 

much Friendship, many Honours, according to the quality of the person, &c.  

If the Significators are weak, or in aspect with the malevolent Planets, or are posited 

in their Houses, usually the Native meets with many difficulties and dangers in his 

peregrination; the quality if his dangers are deduced from § or ¥, and the Signe they doe 

occupy; when therefore they infect the Significator, or are elevated above him, or are 

Lords of the place he is in, they portend danger in his Travels, of the nature of the House 

and Signe wherein they are; as if in the twelfth, danger imprisonment; in the third, by 

trechery of Kindred or Neighbours or common Theeves: and § herein shewes Poverty, 

want of Money, ¥ losse or hurt by Theeves and Souldiers.  

The Significators in moyst Signes, shewes prejudice by sudden Showres, by Waters, 

by Navigations, and solitary places.  

In fixed Signes (except ˜) by sudden dangerous Fals, or by sudden and unexpected 

stormes of Winds.  

In movable Signes, by Lightning or Thunder, or sudden change of the Ayre.  

In humane Signes, by Theeves, Deceits, Depredations.  

In Bestiall Signes, hurts by four-footed Beasts, Fals or Earthquakes, or by ruine of 

Houses or Buildings.  
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In ˜, danger by a Flux or Poyson: If the Significators of Journeys be in Watry Signes, 

and are afflicted by the Infortunes and they with violent fixed Starres, the Native will be 

drowned in some Tempest.  

§ with the Lord of the ninth in the twelfth, the Native will be slain in his Travels; if the 

Lord of the ninth be in his place he will be robbed.  

 
What Region or Country will be best or most fortunate 

unto the Native. 

What Regions or Countries will best concurre with the Native, you must know by 

considering the Kingdomes and Cities subject to the  first, tenth, llth, and second house of 

the Birth, or to the Signes wherein ¦, ¤ or « are; you must avoyd the Kingdomes and 

Cities subject to the Signes the Infortunes are in, when they signifie ill, or afflict the 

Significator; for those Cities or Kingdomes are ever conceived to be fortunate unto the 

Native, wherein ¦, ¤, « or ° are posited.  

Those Regions are ever observed to be adverse unto the Native, which are under the 

dominion of the Sign of the seventh, sixt, eighth, and fourth; the more when an Infortune 

possesseth the Signe of any of these houses, and hath no aspect unto ¦ or ¤: carefully 

let the Native avoyd those Countries subject to the Signe wherein §, ¥ or Á are, if they be 

Lords of the 7fch, 8fch, or twelfth.  

What Kingdome, Country or City is subject to every of the 12 Signes, you may read in 

the first part of this Work, beginning at page 93.  
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CHAPTER CXLII. 

Of the Religion of the Native. 

§, ¥ or Á in the ninth, or § or ¥ in the third opposite to the ninth house, being in a 

movable Signe, and ¦ weak, peregrine or in his detriment, and in a cadent house, afflicted 

of the Maleficals, viz. § or ¥, usually such Natives are either very  
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backward in Religion, expresse little, or else are of none at all, or are perverted in that 

wherein they were educated, or if they doe stumble upon any Religion, they prove most 

pernicious Sectaries. 

But if ¦, ¤ or « possesse the ninth or third, the Native proves a good Christian, and 

a lover of Religion wherein trained up. 

The ¢, ¡, £ or ° in those houses, are moderate Signes, and doe augment the 

signification of goodnesse, when in any benevolent aspect of ¦ or ¤; decrease and 

diminish it when in aspect with the Infortunes. 

If no Planets occupy the third or ninth, consider ¦, the naturall Significator of Religion, 

if he be in his owne House, Exaltation, and also in an angle, or in Reception with ¤ or ¢, 

¡ or £, it denotes a good minded and a religious man.  

If ¦ be peregrine, in his Fall or Detriment, and in a cadent house of the Figure, and 

afflicted of the malevolents, he notes the contrary.  

I would not here in this Chapter have any man to think that the influence of the Starre, 

enforceth to this or that Religion, or that they are the causes of ones being either Religious 

or Contrary, it's the grace of ones being either Religious or contrary, it's the grace of Gods 

effects that, viz. gives Piety, Godlinesse, and the Graces of the Spirit; the Starres onely 

decipher the naturall propensity of the Native to good or ill, and whether he will be 

permanent or not in order, according to his naturall inclination. 

 
 

������������������������������������ 

 
 

Aphorismes shewing inclinations to P IETY . 

¦, ¤ or « in the ninth or third, or with Spice –, Signifie a religious party. 

¦, ¤ in Cazimi, ¢ expresse, An apt soule for Prophesie and Divination. 

¢, ¡, £ and ° in the ninth or third, shew men moderately affected in Religion. 

¢ in the ninth, shewes much piety in the Native, gives religious Preferments, and 

makes admirable Preachers. 
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§ in the ninth in any of his owne Dignities, argues Religion, Chastity and Faith.  

 The Lord of the ninth being a Fortune, but ill disposed, may argue the Native to be of a 

right judgment, yet few will credit him.  

§ or ¥ in the ninth or third, Direct, irradiated with the good aspect of the Fortunes, 

themselves occupying a fixed Signe, argue approved Piety; yet not so sincere and firme, as if 

the Fortunes had been in their places. If the before-named Planets be weak, they shew the 

contrary.  

When ¢ and ¦ have domination in the ninth, and have dignity in the place of £, ¡, the 

ascendant, and are in aspect besides with £ and ¡, the words of that Native will be like 

Oracles.  

Many Planets in the ninth, shew a mixture of goodnesse.  

When no Planets are in the ninth, consider ¦, for he either in his own house, or 

Reception with ¤, ¢, ¡ or £, or in Â, Æ or Ä with ¤, these in angles shew the Native to be a 

religious man. 

 

Aphorismes signifying IMPIETY . 

§, ¥, Á in the ninth or third, in movable Signes, ¦ being peregrine or in Detriment, 

Cadent, infected of the Infortunes, argue, the Native will not be constant in one Religion. 

 The Lords of the ninth unfortunate in the angles, shewes contemners of Godlinesse; the 

more certaine if they be Retrograde: Where observe, § inclines to Heresie, ¥ to Blasphemy, 

Á to Atheisme.  

§ in the ninth Retrograde, in a common Signe, shewes a man of no Faith, onely he 

expresseth an out-side. ¥ in the ninth unfortunate, argues wrangling Priests, Lyars, &c. The 

¡, £ and the Lord of the ascendant in double-bodied Signes, notes, the Native will be 

Hereticall, or change that Religion wherein he was first educated.  

¤ or ¡ in the ninth in a movable or bycorporeall Signe, imports the Native to be variable 

in his opinion, and a Lover of Divinations.  

£ in the ninth, converts the Native from one Religion to another.  

¡ with Á in the ninth, argues, a pittifull Native in matters of Religion, viz. a man caring for 

none at all.  
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CHAPTER CXLIII. 

Of DREAMES . 

¦ or ¤ in the ninth, potent and not afflicted, shewes usually 
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Dreames having corresponding effects, and not vaine.  

The Infortunes there, shew scurvey Dreames and wholly deceitfull: If the benevolent 

Planets are in the ninth, and yet either imbecill, or much afflicted, they shew ambigious 

Dreames, sometimes proving true, at other times false, so that no beliefe or credit can 

come from them.  

No Planets in the ninth, then consider the Signe of the house and Lord thereof, and 

according to his quality and disposition judge.  

 
 

Of the quality of Dreames. 

If § be Significator, the Native's Dreames will be of matters and men Saturnine, viz. 

Husbandry, rude matters, digging up the ground, finding of Treasure of hollow Caves 

under the earth, dark places, Desarts, Sepulchers of the Dead, Devils, Spirits, fearfull 

things, causing feare and horror, &c.  

¦ Signifies pleasant Dreames concerning the Gentry, or Preferment, Church-matters, 

persons of quality, Kings, Princes, Noble-men, &c.  

¥ The Dreames he intimates, are of contentions, Fights, Emnities, Tumults, Horses, 

Wars, burning of Houses, of Dogs, Hunting, &c.  

¢ The Dreames are of Gold or Moneys, or persons in high esteems, of some matter 

above the ¡, Magistery, Dignity, Place or Perferment.  

¤ She altogether declares delightfull Dreames, Pleasures, Banquents, Mirth, fine 

Garments, handsome young Maids, Pictures, sweet Smels.  

£ Imports Dreames of some Journey, of Learning, Books, Accompts, Writings, 

Moneys, Youths, Children.  

¡ Stirres up Dreames of Waters, Navigation, much businesse, dangers at Sea, flying 

in the Ayre; but if § be with her then most horrible Dreames are declared.  

 


